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Abstract

Current–voltage characteristics of single and hetero-layer light-emitting devices with an aromatic diamine TPD as hole transport
material and tris-8- hydroxyquinoline aluminum Alq as electron transport material and emitter have been investigated over a wide3

temperature range and for various film thickness in order to identify the limiting mechanism: charge carrier transport or injection. From
the observed thickness and temperature dependence, pure injection limitation can be ruled out as dominant mechanism. Instead, the

m 1voltage dependence of the current density can be well described by power laws j V with V corrected by the built-in potential
with temperature dependent exponents m ranging from 4 to 25. This can be interpreted in terms of space charge limited currents SCLC
in Alq with an exponential energetic distribution of traps where m is given by m E kT. A reasonable trap energy of 0.15–0.2 eV is3 t

obtained by a temperature dependent analysis of the I–V characteristics. However, the thickness dependence cannot be satisfactorily
explained by the simple SCLC-model. This indicates that more sophisticated models are required.                                  
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1. Introduction

The field of organic electroluminescence has gained
growing interest in recent years in scientific and industrial
research due to a high potential for display applications.
Though the phenomenon itself had been known for a long
time 1 this rapid development was initiated by the publi-
cation of Tang and Van Slyke in 1987 2 . By using a
hetero-structure device they could improve the perfor-
mance remarkably. This so-called ‘Kodak-structure’ con-
sisted of an aromatic diamine TPD and a metal-chelate
complex Alq . As many research groups are working3

with this or similar structures, it can be regarded as a
‘model device’ for organic light-emitting devices based on
small molecules. Although much work has been done to
explain the electro-optical characteristics of such devices,
there still remain many open questions concerning charge
carrier transport and injection. Different experimental tech-
niques covering a wide range of device parameters for the
same materials are necessary to obtain further insight.
Therefore, we have measured the characteristics of single
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and hetero-layer devices based on Alq and TPD as a3

function of temperature and organic layer thickness and
compared the experimental findings with the theoretical
predictions of different models which are commonly used
in the context of organic light-emitting devices.

2. Experimental setup and results

In all devices under investigation the organic layers
were sandwiched between ITO and Ca electrodes. A posi-
tive voltage forward bias implies that the ITO electrode
is positively biased with respect to the Ca electrode. The
active area was 4 mm2 for the single layer devices and 14
mm2 for the double layer devices. All measurements were
carried out under nitrogen atmosphere in a liquid nitrogen
cryostat. Current–voltage characteristics were measured
with a Keithley source-measure unit 237. Electrolumines-
cence intensity was obtained by simultaneously recording
the current of a calibrated photodiode with an electrometer.

In the analysis of the current–voltage characteristics
one has to take into account the built-in potential when
electrodes with different work-functions are used. The
built-in potential V is approximately equal to the differ-bi

ence of the work-functions and reduces the externally
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applied voltage. The consequence of the built-in potential
is that there exists a non-vanishing electric field in the
organic layer s already for zero applied bias, which has to
be overcome before a forward drift current can be ob-
tained. From our I–V-measurements at room-temperature
on single and hetero-layer devices see below , an upper
limit is estimated from the current onset to about 2–2.2 V
Fig. 1 , while a lower limit is estimated from the open-cir-

cuit voltage under strong illumination to 1.8 eV. Therefore,
for the following analysis a built-in potential of 1.9 eV is
used. With respect to transport or injection models the
built-in potential can be included by changing the bound-
ary condition for the electric field F to 1Fdx V V .0 bi

If a spatially homogeneous electric field is assumed within
the device this leads to F V V d where d is thebi

organic layer thickness.
The determination of the electric field distribution in a

hetero-layer device is not straightforward as accumulated
charges, e.g., at interfacial barriers or injecting contacts,
will lead to local changes in the electric field. However,
qualitative insight can be obtained by comparing the thick-
ness and voltage dependence of the current for the materi-
als under investigation in single layer configuration. In
Fig. 1 the current–voltage characteristics for TPD and
Alq single layer devices are depicted for different organic3

layer thickness. All devices exhibit a sharp increase of the
current above 2–2.2 V, which is less pronounced for the
Alq devices. This indicates the upper limit of the built-in3

potential. The current for the TPD devices is much higher
for a given voltage and film thickness than for the Alq 3

devices. It almost reaches the theoretical limit for trap-free
space charge limited currents, indicating that our ITO
forms a good hole injecting contact with TPD. The I–V-
characteristics of the Alq single layer devices show a3

very pronounced thickness dependence in contrast to the
TPD devices. Due to the differences between these two
materials in a hetero-layer device where the electron cur-
rent and the hole current are relatively balanced, a much

Fig. 1. Current–voltage characteristics of TPD and Alq single layer3

devices with an ITO anode and a Ca cathode for different film thickness.

Fig. 2. Temperature dependent I –V-characteristics of an ITO Alq 1063

nm Ca device in the range from 80 to 300 K.

lower field is required to obtain the same current flow in
the TPD layer as compared to the Alq layer. Hence, in3

such a device the voltage will drop mostly over the Alq 3

layer. Therefore, we have concentrated our investigations
mainly on Alq single layer devices.3

Typical temperature dependent I–V-characteristics of
an ITO Alq Ca device with an organic layer thickness3

of 106 nm are shown in Fig. 2. The current is strongly
temperature dependent and varies, e.g., from 90 A at 10
V at room temperature to 5.7 pA at 80 K. To obtain the
same current much higher voltages are needed at lower
temperatures as compared to room temperature. The
brightness–voltage characteristics not depicted here show
a similar behaviour. The quantum efficiency rises from
0.1% at 300 K to 0.7% at 80 K. Similar results are
obtained for different values of Alq layer thickness d3

213, 330 and 550 nm .
In the case of the hetero-structure TPD Alq , also a3

pronounced temperature dependence of current and bright-
ness can be observed see also Fig. 5 . In contrast to the
single layer device the quantum efficiency increases only
slightly from 1.2% at 300 K to 1.6% at 140 K and drops
again to the room temperature value for T 80 K.

3. Discussion

We will now compare the experimental findings with
different models which are commonly used in the context
of organic LEDs. They can be divided into two categories:
bulk-limited and injection-limited. Typical models for in-
jection-limitation are thermionic emission ‘Richardson–
Schottky’ and tunneling through a triangular potential
barrier ‘Fowler–Nordheim’ . Both models assume that the
current is solely limited by high injection barriers at the
electrodes — typically some tenths of an eV — implying
that no space charges are present and therefore the electric
field is homogeneous within the device. Hence, the current
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Fig. 3. Double-logarithmic representation of the temperature-dependent
I –V-characteristics of an ITO Alq 106 nm Ca device. The voltage3

was corrected by the built-in potential. The straight lines represent fits
according to Eq. 1 .

can be written as a function of the electric field alone
without an explicit dependence on the device thickness. In
other words, for a given electric field the current should be
independent of the film thickness. However, in the Alq 3

single layer devices the current for a given field decreases
by about 2–3 orders of magnitude when increasing the
film thickness from 100 to 550 nm. This clearly rules out
theoretical models based on pure injection limitation.

The strong variation of the current with the organic
layer thickness for given fields can only be explained by a
locally inhomogeneous electric field implying the presence
of space charges. For materials with low carrier mobilities
the current flow in the case of bulk-limitation can be
described by the space charge limited current SCLC
model. One requirement for SCLC is that enough charge

Fig. 4. Temperature-dependent I –V-characteristics of an ITO Alq 5503

nm Ca device in double-logarithmic representation including the voltage
correction due to the built-in potential. The straight lines indicate fits
according to Eq. 1 . At low currents a practically temperature-indepen-
dent linear relationship between current and voltage can be observed
which in our case is due to the finite insulation resistance of 1012 of
our measurement setup.

Fig. 5. Temperature-dependent I –V-characteristics of an ITO TPD 60
nm Alq 60 nm Ca device in double-logarithmic representation with3

the voltage corrected by the built-in potential. The straight lines indicate
fits according to Eq. 1 .

carriers can be injected ohmic contacts . In the following
we will neglect the intrinsic charge carrier density, the
field-dependence of the mobility and diffusion currents.
Then for single layer devices with one type of charge
carriers analytic solutions can be obtained for different
energetic trap distributions. In the case of trap-free trans-

2 3port the current density is given by j 9 8 V d
also known as Child’s law with the dielectric constant

and the mobility . Another important solution can be
found for an exponential distribution of traps N Et

H E exp E E 3 where H is the trap density, Ea t t a t

the characteristic trap depth and E the energy relative to
the conduction or valence band:

j V m 1 d2m 1 1

where m is given by m E kT 1 and therefore onlyt

depends on the characteristic trap depth but not on the

Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of the power law coefficient obtained by
fitting the I –V-characteristics to Eq. 1 for single layer Alq devices3

with different organic layer thickness and for a TPD Alq hetero-struc-3

ture. The fit to m E kT for the 550 nm thick device yields at

characteristic trap depth of E 0.20 eV.t
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device geometry e.g., film thickness . Thus, a power law
dependence of the I–V-characteristics following Eq. 1
can be regarded as indication for trap-limited SCLC. In the
case of a non-negligible built-in potential, the voltage must
of course be corrected by V . Figs. 3–5 show I–V-charac-bi

teristics in a double logarithmic representation. In all cases
the characteristics can be well described by temperature
dependent power laws indicated by the straight lines,
which is a hint to SCLC. The temperature dependence of
the power law coefficient m is shown in Fig. 6 for
different Alq single layer devices and a TPD 603

nm Alq 60 nm hetero-structure. For thick films and3

not too low temperatures the relationship m T 1 is valid
and a characteristic trap depth of 0.2 eV is obtained, which
is comparable to a characteristic trap depth of 0.15 eV
observed earlier for the TPD Alq hetero-structure 4 .3

However, for thinner films a significant deviation can be
seen leading to a thickness dependence of the power law
coefficient and smaller values of E . The values obtainedt

for the hetero structure are similar to those obtained for the
106 nm Alq device, suggesting that the I–V-character-3

istics of the hetero structure is indeed dominated by the
Alq layer. The observed deviations indicate that even for3

the single layer devices the simple trap-limited SCLC
model is only an approximation. Possible reasons for the
deviations are double injection, field-dependent mobility
and the influence of residual injection barriers. However,

to include such effects in more sophisticated models a
numerical solution 5–8 of the corresponding differential
equations is necessary, requiring also a better knowledge
of the involved material parameters like trap density, charge
carrier mobility or details of interfaces.
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